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Better even than red which, at moments, can be too manic.
Douglas Oliver, The Harmless Building

The moonsaw’s come, the rainy night is milk, red eyes sea.
Jack Kerouac, Visions of Cody
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Clay-songs of meat science, out from London, 
for Michael McClure and Stan Brakhage
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sun detached
by will of virus, by window

blind limps, faint knocking

cat’s spasm pukes an orange stream
on to the porch (segmented rubber)

screened noises unpick my spine
penpoint moves by slow impulse

clay of my hands runs white
water reunites with water

mistakes in the text inviolate 

 -
along one contour
a rose of light is suggested
radiant & kinetic

the other has been occulted
fear

is behind the expression
of approval

length of thigh / is wonder

 -

SOUR MILK EYE

saucer left by cat
two nights on the tiles

SPIRALS, CUTS, & RAISES
fur of acrid
but domestic POISON

THE BABY HAS CHEWED OFF
CHARLIE CHAPLIN’S FOOT, BUT THIS
IS NOT DISTRESSING, AND CONTAINS
NO HINT OF CARDBOARD GANGRENE

searching always for the phyletic,
the underlay of old behaviours

SHE BUILDS FROM US: our
house, & grid of routines, so
strange, now, to look upon
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I dug 
(& planted)
the sun

steam of kettle
half the garden / in shadow

lines of notebook words 
cropt

dandelion heads break through this carpet
with rumours of sick coffee, bitter salads

when you aren’t here, the kitchen blind

stays up
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peeling black olives for a cat
slow & pretentious work

pain

jams a serrated blade
against the ball of my thumb

mind blocks this track

rainwater on biro tip

not a good run. to start

 -
solar mortar / sticker
is disc that draws the hand
and casts the shadow

in Cambridge, let’s split
his profile sucked from a coin

sun sun / the sheer
leap

 -


